
 

 

 

              INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY MADRAS

                  TCF Evaluation:JAN-MAY 2022

Employee ID :008606 Faculty Name : RUPESH NASRE

Course No :CS1111 Course Name : Problem Solving using Computers

Responses / Regn :72/87 Department :Computer Science and Engineering

Summary

Evaluation Mean Median Std Dev MAD Dept Mean Institute Mean

Course 0.95 1.00 0.07 0.00 0.86 0.84

Instructor 0.96 1.00 0.08 0.00 0.87 0.86

Question-Wise Response

Question No SA A N DA SDA NA Mean
Institute

Mean

1 61 8 3 0 0 0 0.96 0.85

2 56 14 1 1 0 0 0.95 0.84

3 60 12 0 0 0 0 0.97 0.87

4 57 12 2 1 0 0 0.95 0.85

5 57 13 1 0 1 0 0.95 0.84

6 59 12 1 0 0 0 0.96 0.85

7 55 14 3 0 0 0 0.94 0.82

8 61 10 0 1 0 0 0.96 0.86

9 61 10 1 0 0 0 0.97 0.85

10 60 10 2 0 0 0 0.96 0.83

11 60 10 1 1 0 0 0.96 0.83

12 55 10 5 1 1 0 0.93 0.78

13 55 14 2 1 0 0 0.94 0.82

14 62 9 1 0 0 0 0.97 0.85

NOTE:SA(STRONGLY AGREE)=10 A(AGREE)=8 N(NEUTRAL)=6 DA(DISAGREE)=4 SDA(STRONGLY DISAGREE)=2 NA(Not Applicable/Do not wish to

answer)=0

Question list

1.The course objectives were stated clearly and met largely

2.The concepts of the course were communicated well

3.The instructor was enthusiastic about the topics presented

4.The examples/case-studies/illustrations used in the class improved the learning experience

5.The quizzes and exams were graded in an impartial and timely manner

6.The instructor was willing and available for help outside the class if required

7.The instructor took interest in monitoring the progress of the students throughout the course

8.The instructor encouraged student-teacher interaction and other relevant learning activities in the class when required



 

 

 

9.The instructor was punctual and followed the class schedule closely

10.The course was planned and structured well

11.The course motivated me to explore the subject area with interest

12.The involvement of TAs helped effectively in improving the course

13.Tutorials and assignments were conducted effectively

14.Overall, the course provided a good value-addition to my knowledge/skill-set

NOTE:Qn 1 to 9 - Instructor evaluation : Qn 10 to 14 - Course evaluation

Student Remarks

very well explained ?? ??

It would have been better if sir would teach a bit slow and repeat critical points more than once even if we would stay quiet. Many
a times students stay quiet when he understands nothing but sir probably assumed he/she understood everything.

The teaching was very good and every topics were explained nicely.

best course and professor in iitm for a freshman.

One of the best learning experience so far.

Excellent lecturer

The subject was very enthusiastic. Offline labs helped a lot too

Everything was good except the timetable of the labs.Most of the portion for the week is covered on Thursday and there is lab
just after the class.So instead of trying and solving the given problem I was scared of not understanding properly, running out of
time etc., if the timetable is designed so that we will get atleast a day to analyse what is said in class it will improve the learning
process and confidence.

it was great

I found this course very fun.

The rooms allocated dint have proper AC and sound system and that led to some discomfort but overall the academic part of the
course was awesome.

Number of students who were not willing to participate in the evaluation for this course:10

Comments by students who didn't fill the TCF for this Course

Not started yet

The course is not started yet

not our course

very good professor and course

I didnt take this course

Didnt teach us yet

Didnt teach us yet

I havent done this course in trimester 2

the course hasnt started yet

NA


